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  Special Eid Assembly 

A special assembly was held, where the Muslim students at Ecole, made a 

presentation on Islam and sang a devotional song called ‘Nath’ 

 

 



 

 “Eid dinner” 

A special “eid dinner” was organized for 

students in the school dining hall. The 

students enjoyed a sumptuous dinner of 

dates, biriyani (veg/non.veg), mutton rara 

and hariyali kebabs, completed with raita & 

salad. The customary Sheer korma was 

served as dessert!!!!  



 

 Weekend outing 

Ecoliers went out in 2 batches over the 18th 

& 19th July weekend.  They watched the 

visually stunning film „„Bahubali‟ and 

then enjoyed a “Chinese” lunch 

at Black Pepper Restaurant at 

Astley Hall, Rajpur road!!! 
 

 

  



 

STUDENT  NEWS 

Manya Agarwal a class 12 student at 
Ecole and an international level 
shooter, received a standing ovation 
from the students. She was recently in 
Croatia for over a week, competing for 
the IPC Shooting World Cup. She 
has been nominated for the Olympic 
quota round, which will be held in 
Australia in September ’15. Manya 
says, she would like to continue her 
passion for shooting.   

 

 



 

Tansu Ahmed a grade 12 student from 
Kolkata attended a summer course in 
physics at The University of Oxford, 
U.K. The topics discussed were 
particle physics, Quantum Physics 
and relativity. Tansu says, “This 
learning will help me during my A 
levels and later in college.” Tansu plans 
to take up architecture.   

 

 



 

Trisha Kapur ,a grade 12 student 
attended an Economics summer school 
at The British School, 
Chanakyapuri, Delhi. The five day 
course was conducted by the 
University of Warwick. Trisha 
further elaborated that the course 
reinforced all that had been done at 
school, so far. Trisha plans to do her 
Mass communication with a minor in 
Economics. 

  



 

Investiture ceremony 
On the 23rd of July, the Investiture ceremony was 
held and all  the members of the prefectorial body were 
given their badges by the Honourable Principal , 
Vice Principal and the teachers. 

 

    

 

  

Head Girl: GUNISHA ARORA, Vice Head girl : SHRADDHA SAWHNEY, Sports Captain : VERNICA JAISWAL, Vice Sports 

Captain: RAVI SINGH, CC captain : TANSU AHMED, Vice CC captain : ISHITA RAWAT, AER house captain : VIDYOTMA 

MALIK, Aer house vice captain: SHUBHANGI DUA, Aqua house captain: VAISHNAVI SOLOANKT, Aqua house vice 

captain: KAYENAT PATEL, Ignis house captain: NEICHINGHOI KIPGEN, ignis house vice captain: PALAVI MOHTA, Terra 

house captain: ASIYA HUSSAIN, Terra house vice captain: RESHAM AGARWAL, Editor in graffal: TRISHA KAPUR, Social 

service prefect: ABANA JAWAD, Mess captain :SIMRAN HARIRAMANI, Junior prefect: ANANYA GUPTA  



 

                                       

  



 

The Prefects with the                         

Honourable Principal and                                        

Vice Principal                                           

                                                       

The prefects with the 

Honorable Principal and       

Vice Principal 



 

FINISHING SCHOOL 
Ecoliers have started attending Finishing School. In the 

first week, students went through a session on „Survival 

Spanish‟, where they learnt how to wish and greet people in 

spanish. This week the students are being introduced to 

spanish culture. The sessions are being conducted by 

Ms.Maria, who is from Catalunya, Spain, and is a visiting 

intern at Ecole Globale!!!!                                                                                        
 



 

ALERT, 

ALERT!!! 
FA-2 /CT scheduled from 25/7/2015 to 

31/7/2015 


